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End of Hong Kong Port Strike
A 40-day strike at the world’s third-largest port has ended after dock
workers agreed to a compromise 9.8 per cent pay increase. >>> pg 2

Bangladeshi Factory Collapse
On 24 April, the Rana Plaza, a
building that housed several
garment factories, collapsed.
By 29 April, the death toll
exceeded 1,100. >>> pg 4

Our monthly industry brief provides an
accurate commentary of the various business
headlines affecting the Asian markets.
Concise, impartial and easy to digest, the
Supply Chain Asia Industry Headlines is
designed to help our readers track business
trends, and understand the implications of
major happenings in bite-sized chunks. In
addition to providing our readers with the
information to make smart business decisions
quickly and effectively, we also include writeups of our upcoming events and academy
programmes in individual copies.

End of Hong
Kong Port
Strike
A 40-day strike at the world’s third-largest port
finally concluded after dockworkers agreed to
a compromise of 9.8 per cent pay increase.
Approximately 530 dockworkers, making up
about 30 to 40 per cent of dock employees
serving Hutchison’s terminals in the city,
walked off the job on March 28, initially
calling for a 20 per cent pay rise. They were
managed by four major contractors, namely
Comcheung Human Resource, Everbest Port
Services, Lem Wing Transportation, and
Pui Kee Stevedore Company, that operate
the port. The strike was significant as it was
initially self-organised by the dockworkers
from the different contractors before seeking
affiliation with the Hong Kong Confederation
of Trade Unions.

The key issue brought up by the strike was
the dockworkers’ unhappiness over low
wages. With many failed negotiations prior
to the strike, the dockworkers finally staged
the protest after claiming that they have not
received any wage adjustments over the past
12 years. Before the revised terms, they were
making HK$55 per hour (US$7.09), less than
the HK$60.70 they made in 1995. Working
conditions have also been far less favourable,
with dockworkers exhausted by 12-hour shifts
with no toilet breaks allowed.
While the strike cost Hongkong International
Terminals (HIT) an estimated HK$5m
(US$644,000) a day initially before being
cut down to HK$2.4m, the actual loss of the
dispute is likely to be higher, as several shipping
lines, such as Evergreen Marine and Mitsui
OSK Lines, were reported to have diverted
vessels to other ports, or skipped Hutchison’s
terminals altogether. With Hong Kong ports
already facing stiff competition from other
ports in the region, such as Shenzhen, the
strike has a long-lasting affect on HIT. In
addition, the current trend of shifting from
transshipping to directly importing through
to a mainland Chinese port further hampers
Hong Kong ports’ efforts to succeed.

While the 9.8 per cent pay increase may seem
like a small win for Hong Kong workers, the
agreement is an indicative of a growing trend
in the city towards a more regulated market
that centres on collective bargaining and
the rights of multiple stakeholders. This is
obvious from the many supporters gathered,
particularly with the support of students
through the group Left 21, which was critical
in engaging Hong Kong society as a whole.
More than HK$8.5m (US$1,105,000) was
raised for a strike support fund, with financial
contributions and solidarity resolutions
coming from the West Coast longshore
union in the United States, the International
Federation of Transport Workers, and
transport workers unions in Japan, Australia
and the Netherlands.
However, while many consider the outcome
of the strike a victory for the employees, not
all dockworkers were reportedly satisfied with
the much-reduced offer of 9.8 per cent pay
increase. Only time will tell if the pay increase
is enough for the dockworkers in the long run.

Other Major Strikes
1990s

2009

2012

One of the major strikes in the US was
lead by 185,000 UPS Teamsters, who
were looking for the creation of full-time
jobs rather than part-time, increase in
wages and the retention of their multiemployer pension plan. They gained
great support from the public and had
all of their demands met. UPS, on the
other hand, accumulated a loss of more
than US$600m in business as a result of
the strike.

General Motors shut down its assembly
plant in Thailand after failing to settle a
pay dispute with union workers. Hundreds of workers had walked off the
job after demanding five-month bonus
payments and other considerations.

The Indonesian government vowed to
boost worker pay and improve working
conditions for workers who are not
on fixed contracts, after two million
workers took to the streets in 2012.

Soaring e-Commerce Market

For companies, or rather online entrepreneurs, that are not well-established, they
have the option of third-party services like Tin
Thanh, a private shipping company which is
popular with e-commerce companies. Some
e-commerce firms even set up their own
shipping companies to serve both outdoor
and in-house needs. Examples are VCCorp,
a leading Internet group backed by IDG Ventures Vietnam and Intel Capital or Vatgia.com,
a leading consumer-to-consumer site also offer shipping services for their owned sites and
for outdoor clients too. It is possible that with
higher investments into logistics and parcel
delivery, the region’s e-commerce industry
will thrive even greater.

Each of these categories grew revenues of at
least 20 per cent compared to a year ago. The
online industry accounted for 10.6 per cent
of discretionary dollars spend, the highest
share on record. Like in India, garment is in
high demand in the US online shopping arena, with reports estimating that the Apparel &
Accessories section was the highest grossing
mobile product category, with almost US$1bn
in sales.
In the Asia-Pacific region, it is common for
logistics and delivery companies to experience difficulties in fulfiling the high expectations of customers because most countries do
not have the infrastructure in place to serve
the region effectively. However, Vietnam has
exceeded expectations in the e-commerce
arena, with its online retail sales hitting
US$700m at the end of 2012.
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But with only ten per cent of India’s population logging online, analysts are still optimistic
that the world’s second-most populous country, with over 1.2 billion citizens, can strive to
be one of the top e-commerce hotspots in the
next few years.

.9%

However, these options are not always favourable to the sellers. COD makes it easy
for customers to reject the order when it is
delivered, and this is a costly proposition for
the e-commerce retailer who has to finance
the transaction until the order is delivered. In
addition, online retailers are likely to resort
to invest heavily in supply chain facilities to
tackle India’s infrastructure challenges. Not
to mention that many e-commerce sites are
relying on massive discounts to attract sales, a
model that is unsustainable if solely relied on
in the long run.

There are different options for online retail
companies in Vietnam to deliver their shipments efficiently. Some leading companies
built their own logistics teams to cover two or
three top-tier cities such as Ho Chi Minh City
and Hanoi. In other cities and provinces, they
still use public postal services because it is
convenient and cost-effective.

Books &
Magazines

According to a recent survey on the shopping
trends in India, a garment is sold every 40 seconds in the country. On the online front, some
experts expect the garment sales to double
this year due to the rise in demand for clothing in online market. The garment and lifestyle category has 41 per cent share of transactions on eBay India. More shoppers are
becoming increasingly comfortable shopping
online, with versatile payment options, such
as Cash-on-Delivery (COD) and EMI contributing to the appeal of buying apparel online.

Over in the North America, despite many reports of the decline of the PC industry, desktop-based retail e-commerce in the US grew
13 per cent year-over-year to USD$50.2bn in
the first quarter, marking the 14th consecutive quarter of positive year-over-year growth
and tenth consecutive quarter of double-digit
growth. Other top-performing online product
categories in the US were Digital Content &
Subscriptions, Apparel & Accessories, Sport &
Fitness, Consumer Electronics, and Consumer
Packaged Goods.

61.0%

The increasing level of globalisation and consumerism has resulted in the rapid growth
of e-commerce, not only in China but also
around the world. In India, a country wellknown for being one of the fastest-growing
major economies in the world, has cited apparel as the fastest growing segment in the
country’s online retail market.
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How much does it cost to make a denim shirt in Bangladesh,
versus the US?
US

$0.75

Industrial
Laundry

Total
$13.22

BANGLADESH
Total
$3.72

Industrial
Laundry

$0.20

Materials

$3.30

Labour Costs

$0.22

$5 Materials

$7.47 Labour Costs

Source: Institute for Global Labour and Human Rights

Bangladeshi Factory Collapse
On 24 April, the Rana Plaza, a building
that housed several garment factories in
Bangladesh’s capital, collapsed. Up to 1,127
people were killed, marking it the world’s
worst garment industry disaster.
The
disaster
triggered
widespread
consequences. Factories in the eight-storey
building made clothing for renowned
European and American brands. With
many household brands, such as Primark
and Forever 21, already often criticised
for using underpaid sweatshop workers to
manufacture their clothing, companies are
now increasingly subjected to tightening
regulatory supervision and higher scrutiny
of working practices within their supply
chains and operations in Bangladesh after the
garment factory collapse.
>>> next page

How important is the garment industry
in Bangladesh?
Growth in exports
Ready-made garments (RMG) versus total export
In billion US$
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USA 4,529
Canada 875
Japan 404
Turkey 356
Australia 308
Brazil 128
Chain 105
Others 1,010

H&M and Zara have recently signed a five-year legally binding agreement, Accord
on Fire and Building Safety, to shoulder the costs of fire and building safety
improvements in Bangladesh, thus raising pressure for others to follow suit.
Dutch retailer C&A and U.K-based retailer Primark have both also signed on,
including Calvin Klein parent company PVH Corp and German retailer Tchibo.
However, Wal-Mart, Gap and Sears Holdings are carrying out their own safety
initiatives, while J.C. Penney has yet to make a decision about supporting the
agreement.
On a bigger scale, the European Union, Bangladesh’s largest trade partner,
is considering trade action against Bangladesh, while US State Department
promised to work with US companies on improving working conditions, including
in Bangladesh.
In addition to facing higher regulations, the garment industry are also facing
increased pressure from campaign groups, such as War on Want, that are using
the disaster to demand justice for the injured workers and their families, as well
as to force companies to take greater responsibility.
But the reason companies are forced to hire cheap labour in poor working
conditions is also due to consumer demand for cheap fashion products. The
only way a retailer can sell items at such a considerably low price (short of CEOs
taking in lower salaries) is when corners are cut. But with more consumers now
engaging in green purchases, it may be a matter of time before they become more
discerning garment buyers. While consumers are getting smarter, companies
need to keep up and take the initiatives to push green business practices forward.

Fluctuating Asia – Europe Rates
Following initial reports that the delivery of
new ultra-large container ships would further depress Asia-Europe freight rates, large
carriers instead unexpectedly announced rate
hikes that are due to take effect by 1st July.
Capable of carrying 18,000 boxes, the Triple-Es
will consume on average 35 per cent less fuel
per container than the standard 13,100-capacity container vessels. With the arrival of
these ultra-large container ships carrying
more containers per voyage, it will mean fewer ships on the route and lower costs (partly
due to its fuel efficiency factor) for the shipping line and the shipper. Shipping lines that
do not upgrade their ships could soon deem
shipping containers as uneconomical, and
ports that do not adapt to these mega-ships
could find themselves without cargo. Not only
are these factors not likely to improve the
Asia-Europe carrier rates, they also pose new
challenges to the shipping lines.
The scheduled delivery of the mega-ships
comes at a bad time for ocean carriers, especially with most of Europe still in recession or
close to it. Westbound Asia-Europe container
volumes fell 7.8 per cent year-over-year in
March and are averaging five per cent lower
than in the previous two quarters. Although
this took 1Q 2013’s monthly average up to
729,000 TEU, 3.8 per cent more than between
October and December, it was still 5 per cent
below the monthly averages achieved in each
the previous two quarters.

Moreover, by early May, the market should
have received more promising signals about
the peak season to come in Q3, but this was
not the case. For the past five years since the
recession, routes between Europe and Asia
are showing little or no growth in demand,
while industry analysts estimate oversupply
at 10 per cent. The delivery of the ultra-large
containers could not have come at a worse
time. All but seven of the world’s 30 biggest
shipping companies lost money in 2012.
Take Maersk, for example. The world’s largest container shipping operator saw profits
declined by 32.8 per cent from $1.175bn to
$790m. In order to gain more revenue, the
company has diversified into the oil industry.
Maersk Oil has since returned the highest
profits and return on capital out of all the
divisions, with Maersk Drilling’s profit jumping 18.7 per cent. With the lack of demand
for ocean shipping, the current low rates are
simply not high enough to make it a profitable
business for many large carriers. Major shipping players are now collectively increasing
rates on the Asia-Europe route, despite past
attempts of doing so yielding few positive results.
It is possible that cost-cutting may be the
better strategy. By implementing cost-cutting
programmes, Hapag-Lloyd and CSAV have reported improved returns for Q1 2013. CSAV
achieved a 53 per cent year-on-year improvement in earnings after posting $96m loss.

A more effective strategy is for carriers to remove another two weekly loops. The planned
withdrawal of the 9,200 TEU a week CES2/
AEX service in June by Evergreen, Zim and
CSCL will reduce overall capacity from Asia to
Northern Europe by approximately 3 per cent,
and help to soften the blow of unwanted capacity brought in though vessel upgrades of
existing loops.
Ocean carriers cannot afford another crippling
rate war this year, and immediate action is
needed soon as the mighty transpacific route
remains problematic. Unfortunately, it seems
unlikely for rescue to come in the near future.

Westbound Asia-North Europe Utilisation v Rates
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Air Cargo Shows Growth After March Dip
The slow and steady improvement within the
air freight industry has come to a halt after
demand for air freight suffered a slight drop
in the month of March. It was noted that the
global freight tonne kilometres (FTKs) were
down by 2.3 per cent in March 2013, when
compared to the same period in 2012.
The Asia-Pacific region was hit hardest in the
month, experiencing a 3.3 per cent decline
compared to the previous year, with the area
also showing the greatest weakness in terms
of actual freight volumes. With this significant
drop experienced in March, global air freight
volumes are sitting just 1.5 per cent above
the October 2012 low point, which is well
below the 3.5 per cent rise that was reached
in January.
But figures released for the air freight markets
in April shown a modest growth of 1.4 per
cent compared to April 2012. While the AsiaPacific region continues to suffer a decline of
0.4 per cent, Latin American and the Middle
East markets show encouraging signs.
Airlines operating in the Middle East
experienced a dramatic increase in traffic of
10.5 per cent, continuing the strong results
seen in recent months in the region. The area
has grown 12.4 per cent faster in the first
three months of 2013 as it did in the same
period in 2012, indicating that the market is
showing no signs of slowing.
Reasons for the overall modest growth of the
industry could hinge on poor global demand.

From January to March, the airport handled 434,000 metric tons, declining 2.2 per cent
compared with the same months in the previous year.
But such declines are expected to be temporary stalls. Industry players continue to inject
growth into the industry to product positive results. For example, all scheduled freighter flights
at Changi Airport will enjoy a 50 per cent landing fee rebate to boost demand for air freight.
With the International Air Transport Association’s optimistic outlook of a profitable year for
the industry, as we approach the half-year mark, we will be able to ascertain if the air freight
industry is truly on the uptrend.
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CALENDAR 2013
Academy tRAINING pROGRAM
MIT SCALE SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP &
INNOVATION PROGRAM
October Intake

Singapore

SCA EVENTS

Mission Trip to Munich

1 -8 June 2013
Munich, Germany

Supply Chain Asia Awards 2013

7 November 2013
Hong Kong

Retail & e-Commerce Asia

18 June 2013
Singapore

Supply Chain Asia Forum
2013

3 -6 September
2013
Register Your
Seat Now!
www.supplychainasia.org
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Who Should Attend

Mid- to senior-level managers with minimum 5
years of working experience in the manufacturing
or logistics and supply chain sectors
Pre-requisites

• Must have a Diploma or Degree
• Competent in Business English
(at least ‘O’ Level pass with English as the first language)
• Competent in high school calculus

Executive
Training

Mentorship

Course Duration

• 16 weeks with up to 9 instructional days
• Enrollment opens in May 2013

Assessment

Case Studies Analysis

Participants are required to:
• Complete a report on a Supply Chain improvement project in
their own company and attain a passing grade
• Be certified competent in both the WSQ AOE modules
• Submit a testimonial from their employer attesting to the
transfer of capability to their organisations within 6 months
after completion of the programme

October 2013 Intake:

Executive Training: 24-25 October 2013
Games, simulation + scoping: 27-29 November 2013
Poster Critique: 6 Jan 2014
Board Room: 14 Feb 2014
Final Project Report & Review: 5 May 2014

Certification

• Certificate of Completion from MIT Global SCALE Network
• Statement of Attainment from WDA

Programme Fees
SGD14,900/SGD15,943 (Without/With GST)

SCA Academy will provide an aditional 1 day of individual
consultation for the WDA-WSQ project report submission

Singaporeans & Singapore Permanent Residents will be entitled
up to 70% course subsidy (Subject to WDA’s verification and
approval)

Next Intake – April 2014

*Terms and Conditions apply.
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